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Abstract
The quantum theory can be formulated in the language of positive functionals on
Weyl or Clifford algebra (L-functionals). It is shown that this language gives simple
understanding of diagrams of Keldysh formalism (that coincide in our case with the
diagrams of thermo-field dynamics). The matrix elements of the scattering matrix
in the formalism of L-functionals are related to inclusive cross-sections, therefore we
suggest the name ”inclusive scattering matrix” for this notion. The inclusive scattering
matrix can be expressed in terms of on-shell values of generalized Green functions. This
notion is necessary if we want to analyze collisions of quasiparticles.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we analyze the scattering of elementary excitations of equilibrium state
or, more generally, of stationary translation-invariant state. In zero temperature case
these excitations can be identified with particles, for T > 0 they are quasiparticles.
We are using the technique of L-functionals (positive functionals on the Weyl algebra)
suggested in [1]; see also [2]. This technique was rediscovered later under the name
of thermo-field dynamics or TFD in a different and less transparent form (see [3] for
the review of TFD and Keldysh formalism, [4] or [5] for review of Keldysh formal-
ism). We give a very simple derivation of the diagram technique for the calculation
of adiabatic S-matrix and generalized Green functions (GGreen functions) in the for-
malism of L-functionals (this technique in the case at hand coincides with TFD and
Keldysh techniques). Scattering matrix in the formalism of L-functionals denoted Sˆ
can be defined in terms of adiabatic S-matrix (see (24)). Its matrix elements are re-
lated to inclusive cross-sections; therefore we suggest the name ”inclusive scattering
matrix” for Sˆ. We obtained diagram techniques for calculation of Sˆ, hence for calcu-
lation of inclusive cross-sections. Recall that the inclusive cross-section of the process
(p1, p2 → q1, ..., qn) is a sum (more precisely a sum of integrals) of cross-sections of
processes (p1, p2 → q1, ..., qn, r1, ....rm) over all possible (r1, ..., rm).
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When we are talking about scattering of thermal quasiparticles we should restrict
ourselves to stable (or, at least, almost stable) quasiparticles. However, it is unlikely
that a collision of stable quasiparticles will produce only stable quasiparticles; almost
always we have something else. Therefore the only reasonable notion in this case is the
notion of inclusive cross-section. This is the reason why the formalism of L-functionals
is appropriate for the consideration of scattering of thermal quasiparticles, however,
this formalism can be useful also in quantum field theory, especially in cases when
unitary S-matrix does not exist.
The formalism of L-functionals has a limit as ~ → 0. Therefore this formalism is
very convenient in the analysis of the relation of quantum scattering with the non-linear
classical scattering and , in particular, with the scattering of solitons[6].
Let us formulate some results of the paper. We will work in the formalism of L-
functionals representing a density matrix K in the representation space of CCR by
the functional (1). Let us consider a formal translation-invariant Hamiltonian (5).
We denote by S the renormalized scattering matrix corresponding to (5) regarded as
an operator in Fock space. ( We assume that the ultraviolet divergences are absent;
talking about the renormalization we have in mind the renormalization of one-particle
energy (mass renormalization in relativistic theory) and the wave function renormal-
ization). The scattering matrix Sˆ in the formalism of L-functionals is related with S
by the formula SˆLK = LSKS∗ . We can consider this formula as a definition of Sˆ; it is
equivalent to the definition (24) in terms of adiabatic S-matrix. For every translation-
invariant L-functional L we can define the corresponding generalized Green functions
(GGreen functions) as 〈BA〉L ( the expectation value of BA in the state L ) where
A is a chronological product of Heisenberg operators (time decreasing) and B is an
antichronological product of Heisenberg operators (time increasing). If L corresponds
to a density matrix K then the GGreen function is equal to TrBAK. (These functions
appeared also in Keldysh and TFD formalisms )
Inclusive scattering matrix can be calculated as on-shell GGreen function.
This is discussed in the last section that is completely independent of preceding
sections ( only the definition of L-functional is used).
Notice that there exists an obvious generalization of all results of present paper to
the case of fermions. In this case L-functionals are positive functionals on the algebra
with generators satisfying canonical anticommutation relations (Clifford algebra), α
and α∗ in the definition of L-functional are anticommuting variables.
2 L-functionals
Let us consider a representation of canonical commutation relations (CCR) in Hilbert
space H. Here we understand CCR as relations
[ak, a
+
l ] = ~δkl, [ak, al] = [a
+
k , a
+
l ] = 0,
where k, l run over a discrete set M. To a density matrix K (or more generally to any
trace class operator in H) we can assign a functional LK(α∗, α) defined by the formula
LK(α
∗, α) = Tre−αa
+
eα
∗aK (1)
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Here αa+ stands for
∑
αka
+
k and α
∗a for
∑
α∗kak, where k runs over M. This formula
makes sense if αα∗ =
∑ |αk|2 <∞. ( This follows from the remark that e−αa++α∗a =
e~αα
∗/2e−αa
+
eα
∗a is a unitary operator in H). We can apply (1) also in the case when
K is an arbitrary operator of trace class ( not necessarily a density matrix).
One can say that LK is a generating functional of correlation functions.
One can consider also a more general case when CCR are written in the form
[a(k), a+(k′)] = ~δ(k, k′), [a(k), a(k′)] = [a(k)+, a(k′)+] = 0,
k, k′ run over a measure space M . We are using the exponential form of CCR; in
this form a representation of CCR is specified as a collection of unitary operators
e−αa
++α∗a obeying appropriate commutation relations. Here α(k) is a complex func-
tion on the measure space M , the expressions of the form α∗a, αa+ can be written
as integrals
∫
α∗(k)a(k)dk,
∫
α(k)a+(k)dk over M. In the space of CCR a(k), a+(k′)
become Hermitian conjugate generalized operator functions. We always assume that
α is square-integrable, then the expression (1) is well defined .
Knowing LK we can calculate 〈A〉L = TrAK where A is an element of the unital
associative algebra A generated by ak, a+l (Weyl algebra). Hence we can consider LK
as a positive linear functional 〈A〉L on the algebra A. ( We consider A as an algebra
with involution +, positivity means that 〈A+A〉L ≥ 0.)
A functional L(α∗, α) satisfying the condition L(−α∗,−α) = L∗(α, α∗) and positiv-
ity condition is called physical L-functional. We say that such a functional is normal-
ized if L(0, 0) = 1. Normalized physical L-functionals are in one-to-one correspondence
with states on A. We will consider also the space L of all functionals L(α∗, α) (of all
L-functionals). ( More precisely one can define L as linear span of the set of physical
L-functionals.) Every trace class operatorK in a representation space of CCR specifies
an element of L by the formula (1).
We can define an antilinear involution L→ L˜ on the space L of functionals L(α∗, α)
by the formula
(L˜)(α∗, α) = L∗(−α,−α∗). (2)
Physical L-functionals are invariant with respect to this involution. It is easy to check
that
L˜K = LK+ .
Every normalized vector Φ ∈ H specifies a density matrix and hence a physical
L-functional. Conversely, every physical L-functional corresponds to a vector in some
representation of CCR , given by so called GNS construction. One can characterize this
representation by the requirement that it contains a cyclic vector Φ obeying L(A) =
〈AΦ,Φ〉. However, an L-functional can be obtained from many density matrices in
many representations of CCR.
An action of Weyl algebra A on L can be specified by operators
b+(k) = ~c+1 (k)− c2(k), b(k) = c1(k)
obeying CCR. Here c+i (k) are multiplication operators by α
∗
k, αk and ci(k) are deriva-
tives with respect to α∗k, αk. This definition is prompted by relations
La(k)K = b(k)LK , La+(k)K = b
+(k)LK , (3)
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Applying the involution L → L˜ we obtain another representation of A on L. It is
specified by the operators
b˜+(k) = −~c+2 (k) + c1(k), b˜(k) = −c2(k),
obeying CCR and satisfying
LKa+(k) = b˜(k)LK , LKa(k) = b˜
+(k)LK , (4)
More generally for any A ∈ A we have an operator acting in L denoted by the
same symbol and obeying A(LK) = LAK (the left multiplication by A in A specifies
the action of A on linear functionals.) We can define also an operator A˜ using the
formula A˜(L) = A(L˜). If L = LK then A˜L = LK+A+ . It is easy to check that
A˜+B = A˜ + B˜, A˜B = A˜B˜, AB˜ = B˜A. Operators A˜ specify another action of Weyl
algebra on L, that commutes with the original action; one can say that the direct sum
of two Weyl algebras acts on L.
Notice that the space of physical L-functionals is not invariant with respect to the
operators A and A˜, however, it is invariant with respect to the operators A˜A where
A ∈ A. It is easy to check that
A˜ALK = LAKA+ .
Let us consider a Hamiltonian H in a space of representation of CCR. We will write
H in the form
H =
∑
m,n
∑
ki,lj
Hm,n(k1, ...km|l1, ..., ln)a+k1 ...a+kmal1 ...aln (5)
There are two operators in L corresponding to H :
H =
∑
m,n
∑
ki,lj
Hm,n(k1, ...km|l1, ..., ln)b+k1 ...b+kmbl1 ...bln (6)
(we denote it by the same symbol) and
H˜ =
∑
m,n
∑
ki,lj
Hm,n(k1, ...km|l1, ..., ln)b˜+k1 ...b˜+km b˜l1 ...b˜ln (7)
The equation of motion for the L-functional L(α∗, α) has the form
i~
dL
dt
= HˆL = HL− H˜L (8)
(We introduced the notation Hˆ = H − H˜.) It corresponds to the equation for density
matrices, this follows from the formula
HˆLK = LHK−K+H+ .
Notice that often the equations of motion for L-functionals make sense even in
the situation when the equations of motion in the Fock space are ill-defined. This is
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related to the fact that vectors and density matrices from all representations of CCR are
described by L-functionals. This means that applying the formalism of L-functionals
we can avoid the problems related to the existence of inequivalent representations of
CCR. It is well known, in particular, that these problems arise for translation-invariant
Hamiltonians, in perturbation theory these problems appear as divergences related to
infinite volume. Therefore in the standard formalism it is necessary to consider at first
a Hamiltonian in finite volume V (to make volume cutoff or, in another terminology,
infrared cutoff ) and to take the limit V →∞ in physical quantities. In the formalism
of L-functionals we can work directly in infinite volume.
In what follows we consider (5) as a formal expression; we assume that it is formally
Hermitian. There is no necessity to assume that (5) specifies a self-adjoint operator in
one of representations of CCR.
In momentum representation one can write a translation-invariant Hamiltonian in
the form
H =
∑
m,n
∫
Hm,n(k1, ...km|l1, ..., ln)a+(k1)...a+(km)a(l1)...a(ln)dmkdnl (9)
whereHm,n(k1, ...km|l1, ..., ln) contains a factor δ(k1+...+km−l1−...−ln). (We assume
that the arguments belong to RD.) Such a Hamiltonian does not specify a self-adjoint
operator in the Fock space if the Fock vacuum is not stationary, but the equation of
motion for L-functionals can be solved ( at least in the framework of perturbation
theory). One can say also that the ground state of formal Hamiltonian (9) does not
belong to Fock space, but the corresponding L-functional is well defined. (Notice that
we always assume that ultraviolet divergences are absent.) Similarly, the equilibrium
states for different temperatures belong to different Hilbert spaces, but all of them are
represented by well defined L-functionals.
Let us make some remarks about adiabatic evolution in the formalism of L-functionals.
Let us take a Hamiltonian that depends on time t, but is changing adiabatically (very
slowly). More formally we can assume that the Hamiltonian depends on a parameter
g and g = h(at) where a→ 0. Let us take a family of L-functionals L(g) where L(g) is
a stationary state of the Hamiltonian H(g), i.e.
Hˆ(g)L(g) = 0.
It is obvious that L(h(at)) obeys the equation of motion up to terms tending to
zero as a → 0. ( Notice that a similar statement is wrong in the standard Hilbert
space formulation of quantum mechanics, because the vector corresponding to a state
is defined up to phase factor. We can say only that for a smooth family of eigenvectors
Ψ(g) there exists a phase factor C(g) such that C(h(at))Ψ(h(at)) obeys the equation
of motion up to terms tending to zero as a→ 0. )
3 Translation-invariant Hamiltonians. One-particle
states
In what follows we consider translation- invariant Hamiltonians.
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We say that an L-functional σ is an excitation of a translation-invariant L- func-
tional ω if it coincides with ω at infinity. More precisely we should require that
σ(Txα
∗, Txα))→ ω(α∗, α) as x→∞. Here Tx stands for spatial translation.
We assume that the L-functional ω has cluster property. The weakest form of
cluster property is the requirement that 〈ATxB〉ω −〈A〉ω〈B〉ω tends to zero as x→∞
for A,B ∈ A.
If Φ is a vector corresponding to ω in GNS representation space H then the state
corresponding to any vector AΦ where A ∈ A is an excitation of ω; this follows from
cluster property.
We will define elementary excitations (called particles if ω is a ground state and
quasiparticles if ω is a general translation-invariant stationary state ) in the following
way.
A one-particle state ( one-particle excitation of the state ω ) is a generalized H-
valued function Φ(p) obeying PΦ(p) = pΦ(p), HΦ(p) = ε(p)Φ(p). (More precisely,
for some class of test functions f(p) we should have a linear map f → Φ(f) of this class
into H obeying PΦ(f) = Φ(pf), HΦ(f) = Φ(ε(p)f). For definiteness we can assume
that test functions belong to the Schwartz space S(RD).) We require that there exist
elements B ∈ A such that BΦ = Φ(φ) and moreover the functions φ obtained from
these elements are dense in the space of test functions.
We have defined a stable (quasi) particle state. IfHΦ(p) = ε(p)Φ(p) approximately
we should talk about almost stable (quasi)particle state. The scattering of almost stable
(quasi)particles can be considered if the collision time is much less than the lifetime of
(quasi)particles.
4 Quadratic Hamiltonians
Let us consider as an example the simplest translation- invariant Hamiltonian
H0 =
∫
ω(k)a+(k)a(k)dk (10)
where k runs over RD. It can be approximated by a Hamiltonian of the form
∑
ωka
+
k ak
having a finite number of degrees of freedom. The equilibrium state of the latter
Hamiltonian can be represented by density matrix Ω(T ) in the Fock space; it is easy
to check that
akΩ(T ) = e
−~ωk
T Ω(T )ak, a
+
k Ω(T ) = e
~ωk
T Ω(T )a+k . (11)
Applying (3) and (4) we obtain equations for the corresponding L-functional; taking the
limit we obtain for the L-functional corresponding to the equilibrium state in infinite
volume
c1(k)LT = e
− ~ω(k)
T (−~c+2 (k) + c1(k))LT (12)
hence
c1(k)LT = −n(k)c+2 (k)LT , c2(k)LT = −n(k)c+1 (k)LT (13)
where
n(k) =
~
e
~ω(k)
T − 1
(14)
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We obtain
LT = e
−
∫
α∗(k)n(k)α(k)dk , (15)
If we are interested in equilibrium state for given density we should replace ω(k) with
ω(k)− µ in (14) (here µ stands for chemical potential).
The Hamiltonian Hˆ governing the evolution of L-functionals can be written in the
form
Hˆ =
∫
ω(k)b+(k)b(k)dk−
∫
ω(k)b˜+(k)b˜(k)dk =
∫
~(ω(k)c+1 (k)c
+
1 (k)dk−ω(k)c+2 (k)c2(k))dk.
It follows that the vector generalized functions Φ1(k) = c
+
1 (k)Φ,Φ2(k) = c
+
2 (k)Φ
in the space of GNS representation corresponding to (15) are one-(quasi)particle ex-
citations. (Notice that in this statement n(k) in the formula (15) is an arbitrary
function; then the corresponding state is not an equilibrium, but still it is a stationary
translation-invariant state.)
Very similar considerations allow us to prove that the L-functional corresponding
to an equilibrium state of general quadratic Hamiltonian H = a+Ma++ a+Na+ aRa
is Gaussian (has the form eα
∗Aα∗+α∗Bα+αCα).
5 Perturbation theory
Let us assume now that the the Hamiltonian H is represented as a sum of quadratic
Hamiltonian H0 and interaction Hamiltonian Hint = gV. Then in the formalism of
L-functionals one can introduce in standard way the evolution operator Uˆ(t, t0), the
evolution operator in the interaction picture Sˆ(t, t0) and the operator Sˆa, the analog of
adiabatic S-matrix . If Hˆa governs the evolution of L-functional for the Hamiltonian
H0+h(at)Hint then we denote by Uˆa(t, t0) the operator transforming the L-functional
at the moment t0 into the L-functional at the moment t ( the evolution operator). The
operator Sˆa(t, t0) is defined by the formula
Sˆa(t, t0) = e
i
~
Hˆ0tUˆa(t, t0)e
− i
~
tHˆ0t0 .
(We assume that h(t) is a smooth function equal to 1 in the neighborhood of 0 and
to 0 in the neighborhood of infinity. It is increasing for negative t and decreasing for
positive t.) The operator Sˆa is defined as Sˆa(∞,−∞).
The perturbation theory for operators Sˆa(t, t0) can be constructed in standard way:
we apply the formula
Sˆa(t, t0) = T exp(− i
~
h(at)Hˆint(t)).
(We use the notation A(t) = e
i
~
Hˆ0tAe−
i
~
Hˆ0t.)
If we are interested only in the action of these operators on functionals represented
by polynomials with smooth coefficients tending to zero at infinity (smooth functionals
in the terminology of [2]) the diagram techniques can be described as follows. The
vertices come from − i
~
h(at)Hˆint. To find the propagator we calculate the T -product
of two operators of the form b
(+)
i (t) and express it in normal form with respect to the
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operators c+i , ci (i.e. the operators ci are from the right) . The propagator (that can
be considered as 4 × 4 matrix) is equal to the numerical part of this expression. In
other words the propagator is given by the formula
〈T (b(k1, t1, σ1)b(k2, t2, σ2)〉L=1.
Here b(k, 0, σ) is one of the operators b+, b, b˜+, b˜.
Let us define the adiabatic generalized Green functions (GGreen functions) by the
formula
Gan(k1, t1, σ1, ..., kn, tn, σn) = 〈T (b(k1, t1, σ1) · · · b(kn, tn, σn)Sˆa(∞,−∞))〉L=1 (16)
As usual the perturbative expansion for these functions can be constructed by the same
rules as for adiabatic S-matrix, but the diagrams have n external vertices.
Notice that Sˆa(∞,−∞)1 → 1 and Sˆa(0,−∞)1→ L as a → 0. Here L denotes the
L-functional corresponding to the ground state of the Hamiltonian H. (This follows
immediately from similar statement for the adiabatic evolution operators Uˆa(∞,−∞)
and Uˆa(0,−∞) and from the fact that the L-functional L = 1 corresponds to the ground
state of H0.) We obtain that the adiabatic GGreen function G
a
n(k1, t1, σ1, ..., kn, tn, σn)
tends to the GGreen function
Gn(k1, t1, σ1, ..., kn, tn, σn) = 〈T (b(k1, t1, σ1) · · ·b(kn, tn, σn))〉L (17)
as a→ 0. ( Here we use the notation
b(k, t, σ) = Sˆ−1(t, 0)b(k, t, σ)Sˆ(t, 0) = Uˆ−1(t, 0)b(k, 0, σ)Uˆ(t, 0)
for the analog of Heisenberg operators.) This means that we can construct the pertur-
bation expansion for the GGreen function Gn(k1, t1, σ1, ..., kn, tn, σn) taking the limit
a → 0 in the diagrams for Gan(k1, t1, σ1, ..., kn, tn, σn). The only modification of dia-
grams is in internal vertices: now these vertices are governed by − i
~
Hˆint.
Similar procedure can be applied for calculation of the action of operators Sˆa(t, t0)
on the space of functionals represented as a product of a smooth functional and Gaus-
sian functional Λ = eλ, where λ is a quadratic expression in terms of α∗, α. We assume
that Λ is translation- invariant and stationary with respect to the evolution corre-
sponding to the Hamiltonian H0, i.e. Hˆ0Λ = 0. ( Here H0 is a translation-invariant
quadratic Hamiltonian not necessarily of the form (10).)It is easy to check imposing
some non-degeneracy conditions that there exist such operators cˆ+i (k), cˆi(k), i = 1, 2
obeying CCR, that Λ can be characterized as a functional satisfying the conditions
cˆi(k)Λ = 0, i = 1, 2,Λ(0, 0) = 0. Then the perturbative expression for the action of
Sˆa(t, t0) on the space under consideration can be obtained by means of the diagram
technique with propagators described in the same way as for Λ = 1, the only difference
is that instead of normal form with respect to the operators c+i (k), ci(k) we should
consider normal form with respect to the operators cˆ+i (k), cˆi(k), i = 1, 2. Equivalently
we can define the propagator by the formula
〈T (b(k1, t1, σ1)b(k2, t2, σ2)〉Λ.
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Again we can define adiabatic GGreen functions
Gan(k1, t1, σ1, ..., kn, tn, σn)Λ = 〈T (b(k1, t1, σ1) · · · b(kn, tn, σn)Sˆa(∞,−∞))〉Λ (18)
corresponding to Λ and introduce the diagram technique for their calculation. The
GGreen functions corresponding to Λ can be defined either as limits of adiabatic
GGreen functions as a→ 0 or by the formula
Gn(k1, t1, σ1, ..., kn, tn, σn)Λ = 〈T (b(k1, t1, σ1) · · ·b(kn, tn, σn))〉Λ (19)
where Λ = lima→0 Uˆa(0,−∞)Λ denotes the stationary state of the Hamiltonian H that
we obtain from the stationary state Λ of the Hamiltonian H0 adiabatically switching
the interaction on. The diagrams representing the functions ( 19) have n external
vertices, the internal vertices come from − i
~
Hˆint, the propagator is equal to
〈T (b(k1, t1, σ1)b(k2, t2, σ2)〉Λ.
In particular, we can take H0 of the form (10) and
Λ = e−
∫
α∗(k)n(k)α(k)dk. (20)
(All translation-invariant Gaussian functionals that are stationary with respect to
the Hamiltonian (10)have this form.) Then we obtain the following formulas for the
propagator
〈T (b+(t)b(τ)〉Λ = θ(t− τ)ei~ω(k)(t−τ)n(k) + θ(τ − t)ei~ω(k)(t−τ)(n(k) + ~)r
〈T (b+(t)b˜+(τ)〉Λ = ei~ω(k)(t−τ)(n(k) + ~)
〈T (b˜+(t)b˜(τ)〉Λ = 〈T (b+(t)b(τ)〉Λ
〈T (b(t)b˜(τ)〉Λ = ei~ω(k)(t−τ)n(k)
All other entries vanish.
It follows from the above formulas that the diagrams we constructed coincide with
the diagrams of Keldysh and TFD formalisms (see [3] for review of both formalisms).
We have noticed already that the L-functional corresponding to an equilibrium
state of quadratic Hamiltonian is Gaussian. Assuming that the equilibrium state of
the Hamiltonian H0 + gV can be obtained from the equilibrium state of H0 by means
of adiabatic evolution we can say that the diagram technique we have described allows
us to calculate the GGreen functions in the equilibrium state.
6 GGreen functions
We have constructed the diagram technique for GGreen functions. As in standard tech-
nique we can express all diagrams in terms of connected diagrams; moreover, connected
diagrams can be expressed in terms of 1 PI diagrams. ( One says that a diagram is one
particle irreducible (1 PI) if it remains connected if we remove one of edges. Calculating
a 1 PI diagram we do not take into account the contributions of external edges.))
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The contribution of a disconnected diagram is equal to the product of the contri-
butions of its components (up to some factor taking into account the symmetry group
of the diagram). The two- point GGreen function
G2(k1, t1, σ1, k2, t2, σ2)Λ = 〈T (b(k1, t1, σ1)b(k2, t2, σ2))〉Λ (21)
obeys the Dyson equation
G2(k1, t1, σ1, k2, t2, σ2)Λ
=G2(k1, t1, σ1, k2, t2, σ2)Λ+∫
dk′2dt
′
2dσ
′
2dk
′′
2dt
′′
2dσ
′′
2G2(k1, t1, σ1, k
′
2, t
′
2, σ
′
2)Λ×
M(k′2, t
′
2, σ
′
2, k
′′
2 , t
′′
2 , σ
′′
2 )Λ×
G2(k
′′
2 , t
′′
2 , σ
′′
2 , k2, t2, σ2)Λ
(22)
connecting it with the propagator and self-energy operator (mass operator) M (the
integration over discrete parameters is understood as summation). The generalized
mass operator M is defined as a sum of 1 PI diagrams. The Green functions and mass
operator can be regarded as kernels of integral operators hence the Dyson equation can
be represented in operator form
GΛ2 = G
Λ
2 +G
Λ
2M
ΛGΛ2
or
(GΛ2 )
−1 = (GΛ2 )
−1 +MΛ. (23)
It is useful to write this equation in (k, ǫ) -representation . (Here ǫ stands for the energy
variable.) . Due to translational invariance in this representation the operators entering
Dyson equation are operators of multiplications by a matrix function of (k, ǫ). We
identify the operators with these matrix functions. The (quasi)particles are related to
the poles of the matrix function GΛ2 (k, ǫ). Recall that we assume that the Hamiltonian
H is represented as a sum of quadratic Hamiltonian H0 =
∫
ω(k)a+(k)a(k)dk and
interaction Hamiltonian Hint = gV. The poles of the GGreen function for g = 0 (
of the propagator) are located at the points ±ω(k) (we set ~ = 1); the dependence of
these poles on g can be found in the framework of the perturbation theory; the location
of these poles will be denoted ±ω(k|g). ( Notice that we cannot apply the perturbation
theory directly, but we can use it to find zeros of the RHS of (23). The function ω(k|g)
can be regarded as energy of (quasi)particle. Only in the ground state one can hope
that this function is real (thermal quasiparticles are in general unstable).
7 Adiabatic S-matrix
The Dyson equation can be written also for adiabatic GGreen functions ; they can
be used to describe the asymptotic behavior of these functions for a → 0. As we
have noticed the adiabatic GGreen functions tend to GGreen functions as a → 0, but
they do not converge uniformly. However, the adiabatic self-energy operator converges
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uniformly; this allows us to analyze the asymptotic behavior of GGreen functions.
(The same is true for conventional Green functions). The reason for the uniform
convergence is the fact that matrix function M in (k, t) representation tends to zero
as t → ∞. Conventional adiabatic Green functions were analyzed in [7] , the same
method was applied in [2] to obtain the approximation for adiabatic GGreen functions.
These results were used to obtain the renormalized scattering matrix from adiabatic
scattering matrix. Notice, that all these considerations are based on the assumption
that the functions ω(k|g) are real , therefore rigorously they can be applied only to
the scattering of particles (of elementary excitations of the ground state). Nevertheless
they make sense as approximate formulas if the quasiparticles are almost stable ( we
should assume that the collision time is much less than the lifetime of quasiparticles
and choose a in such a way that 1a << than the lifetime of quasiparticles, but
1
a >>
than the collision time).
The following statements were derived in [2] from the results of [1] and [7] in the
framework of perturbation theory.
The scattering matrix in the formalism of L-functionals can be defined as an oper-
ator on the space of smooth L-functionals by the formula
Sˆ = lim
a→0
VaSˆaVa (24)
where Sˆa = Sˆa(∞,−∞) stands for the adiabatic S-matrix,
Va = exp i
∫
ra(k)(c
+
1 (k)c1(k)− c+2 (k)c2(k))dk
and the function ra is chosen from the requirement that Sˆ acts trivially on one-particle
states. (One can give an explicit expression for ra in terms of one-particle energies
ω(k|g); namely ra(k) = 1a
∫
(ω(k|h(τ)) − ω(k))dτ.)
One can prove the existence of the limit in (24) in the framework of perturbation
theory. (One should impose the condition ω(k1 + k2) < ω(k1) + ω(k2). This condition
means that one-particle spectrum does not overlap with multi-particle spectrum.)
The conventional renormalized S-matrix was related in [7] to the adiabatic S-
matrices. (To obtain the S-matrix one should multiply the adiabatic S-matrix in finite
volume by factors similar to Va, then take the limit when the volume tends to infinity,
then take the limit a → 0.) Using the methods of [7] one can relate Sˆ to the conven-
tional renormalized S-matrix S; we obtain SˆLK = LSKS−1 . Using this formula one can
express inclusive cross-section in terms of Sˆ (see the next section).
8 Scattering of (quasi)particles. Inclusive cross-section
The present section is independent of the rest of the paper (we use only the definition
of L-functional).
Let us start with the situation of quantum field theory when the standard scattering
matrix S is well defined as an operator acting in the Fock space of asymptotic states.
(Strictly speaking we should denote the operators acting in this space as ain(k), a
+
in(k),
but we use shorter notations a(k), a+(k).) We assume that the scattering matrix as well
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as Møller matrices S−, S+ are unitary. Considering the Fock space as a representation
of CCR we assign an L-functional LK to a density matrix K in the Fock space using
the formula (1). We define the scattering matrix in the space of L-functionals by the
formula
SˆLK = LSKS∗ . (25)
If the density matrix K corresponds to a vector Ψ we can represent the RHS of (25)
as
Tre−αa
+
eα
∗aSKS∗ = Treα
∗aSKS∗e−αa
+
= 〈eα∗aSΨ, e−α∗aSΨ〉 =∑
n
∫
dp1...dpn〈eα
∗aSΨ|p1, ...pn〉〈e−α∗aSΨ|p1, ..., pn〉
where |p1, ..., pn〉 =
√
1
n!a
+(p1)...a
+(pn)θ constitute an orthonormal basis in Fock
space. (Here θ = |0〉 stands for Fock vacuum.) The expression 〈a(k1)...a(km)SΨ|p1, ..., pn〉 =√
(m+n)!
n! 〈SΨ|k1, ..., km, p1, ..., pn〉 can be interpreted as the scattering amplitude of the
process Ψ→ (k1, ...km, p1, ..., pn) (after dividing by numerical factor). We see that the
LHS is expressed in terms of scattering amplitudes. In particular, writing it in the
form
∑
m,m′
∫
dk1...dkmdk
′
1...dk
′
m′
(−1)m
m!m′!
α(k1)...α(km)α
∗(k′1)α
′
m′(k
′
m′)σˆm,m′(k1, ..., km|k′1, ..., k′m′ |Ψ)
we obtain
σˆm,m′(k1, ...km|k′1, ..., k′m′ |Ψ) =∑
n
∫
dp1...dpn
√
(m+ n)!
√
(m′ + n)!
n!
〈SΨ|k1, ...km, p1, ..., pn〉〈SΨ|k′1, ..., k′m′ , p1, ..., pn〉.
If m = m′, ki = k′i this expression is proportional to the inclusive cross-section Ψ→
k1, ..., km. If the initial state Ψ has definite momentum q then 〈SΨ|k1, ..., km, p1, ..., pn〉
is a product of delta-function δ(
∑
ki+
∑
pj−q) coming from momentum conservation
and a function that will be denoted ρm(k1, p1, ..., pn|Ψ). Now
σˆm,m′(k1, ...km|k′1, ..., k′m′ |Ψ) = σ˜m,m′(k1, ...km|k′1, ..., k′m′ |Ψ)δ(k′1+...+k′m−(k1+...+km))
where
σ˜m,m′(k1, ...km|k′1, ..., k′m′ |Ψ) =∑
n
∫
dp1...dpn
√
(m+ n)!
√
(m′ + n)!
n!
ρm(k1, ...km, p1, ..., pn|Ψ)ρm′(k′1, ..., k′n, p1, ..., pn|Ψ)
δ(k1 + ...+ km + p1 + ...+ pn − q).
The inclusive cross-section is proportional to σ˜m,m(k1, ..., km|k1, ..., km|Ψ) in this case.
We will call Sˆ inclusive S-matrix. Let us show that this matrix can be calculated
in terms of GGreen functions (more precisely, in terms of on-shell values of these func-
tions). Let us take a density matrix K in the representation space of CCR. We assume
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that the momentum and energy operators (infinitesimal spatial and time translations)
act on this space and K is translation-invariant. This allows us to define Heisenberg
operators a+(k, t), a(k, t) where k is the momentum variable, and t is the time vari-
able. Then the corresponding GGreen function can be defined as TrBAK. Here A
denotes chronological product T of Heisenberg operators (the times are decreasing)
and B stands for antichtonological product T opp of Heisenberg operators (the times
are increasing).
If the density matrix K corresponds a vector Φ the GGreen function can be repre-
sented in the form
〈AΦ, B∗Φ〉
where B∗ stands for chronological product of Hermitian conjugate operators.
Let us consider now the case when Φ is the ground state. Then one can obtain an
expression of Sˆ in terms of GGreen functions that is analogous to LSZ formula. It will
be derived from some identities that were used in the proof of LSZ. Namely, we can
use the identity
[...[S, ain(k1, σ1)]...ain(kn, σn)] =
(−1)nS−S∗+
∫
dt1...dtnLn...L1T (a(k1, t1, σ1)...a(kn, tn, σn))
(26)
where S−, S+ are Møller matrices,the scattering matrix S is represented in terms of
in-operators ain(k, 1) = a
+
in(k), ain(k,−1) = ain(k) , operators a(k, t, σ) are Heisen-
berg operators a+(k, t), a(k, t), the operators
∫
dtiLi in (k, ǫ) -representation can be
interpreted as ”mass shell operators.” ( To apply the operator
∫
dtiLi in (k, ǫ) -
representation we should multiply by iΛ(ki, σi)(ǫi−ω(ki)) and take the limit ǫi → ω(ki).
Here ω(k) stands for the location of the pole of the two-point Green function and Λ
can be expressed in terms of the residue in this pole. Notice that in the transition
to (k, ǫ)-representation we are using direct Fourier transform for σ = −1 and inverse
Fourier transform for σ = 1. )
The identity (26) can be obtained , for example, from (32.17) of [8] (by means of
conjugation with S−).
It follows from (26) that Green function defined as vacuum expectation value of
chronological product T (a(k1, t1, σ1)...a(kn, tn, σn)) is related to scattering amplitude:
one should take the Fourier transform with respect to time variables and ”go to mass
shell” in the sense explained above. This gives the LSZ formula. We remark that
these considerations go through also in the case when instead of vacuum expectation
value 〈0|A|0〉 where |0〉 obeys ain(k)|0〉 = 0 (represents physical vacuum) we take ma-
trix elements 〈0|A|p1, ..., pn〉 where |p1, ..., pn〉 = 1√n!a
+
in(p1)...a
+
in(pn)|0〉. This remark
allows us to express ”on-shell” GGreen functions as sesquilinear combinations of scat-
tering amplitudes; comparing this expression with the formula for SˆLK we obtain the
expression of Sˆ in terms of GGreen functions ”on-shell” (an analog of LSZ formula).
Indeed, we can consider GGreen function as vacuum expectation value of chronological
product A multiplied by antichronological product B . Using the fact that |p1, ..., pn〉
constitute a generalized orthonormal basis we can say that
〈0|BA|0〉 =
∑
n
∫
dp1...dpn〈0|B|p1, ..., pn〉〈p1, ..., pn|A|0〉. (27)
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This representation allows us to express on- shell GGreen functions in terms of scatter-
ing amplitudes. (The antichrononological product is related to the chronological one
by Hermitian conjugation.)
Let us write explicit expressions obtained this way. We represent S in normal form
S =
∑
r,s
1
r!s!
∫
dp1...dprdq1...qsσr,s(p1, ..., pr|q1, ..., qs)a+in(p1)...a+in(pr)ain(q1)...ain(qs).
We assume that all pi’s are distinct and all qj ’s are distinct, then the coefficient func-
tions in normal form coincide with scattering amplitudes 〈Sa+in(q1)....a+in(qs)θ|a+in(p1)...a+in(pr)θ〉.
Let us take σi = 1 for i ≤ m, σi = −1 for i > m in (26). Introducing the notation
qi = ki−m we obtain that
〈p1, ..., pn|LHS|0〉 = 1√
n!
σm+n,l(p1, ..., pn, k1, ..., km|q1, ..., ql).
Here LHS stands for the LHS of (26). Now we can apply (26) and (27) to identify on-
shell GGreen functions with matrix entries of the inclusive scattering matrix Sˆ.
Our considerations used LSZ relations that are based on the conjecture that the
theory has particle interpretation. Moreover, the very definition of Sˆ that we have
applied requires the existence of conventional S-matrix. However, using (24) as the
definition of the inclusive scattering matrix Sˆ one can prove the relation between Sˆ and
on -shell GGreen functions analyzing diagram techniques for these objects. This proof
can be applied also in the case when the theory does not have particle interpretation.
Moreover, the same ideas can be applied to quasiparticles considered as elementary
excitations of translation-invariant stationary state. These excitations are related to
the poles of the two-point GGreen function; we can define the inclusive scattering
matrix as on- shell GGreen function or generalizing (25). Of course, this definition
makes sense only if the quasiparticles are (almost) stable.
In [9] we will analyze the inclusive scattering matrix in the framework of algebraic
quantum theory.
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